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Abstrat
We study in detail the transport properties of a model of onduting eletrons in the presene of
double-exhange between loalized spins arranged on a 2D Kagome lattie, as introdued by Ohgushi,
Murakami and Nagaosa (2000). The relationship between the anting angle of the spin texture θ and
the Berry phase eld ux per triangular plaquette φ is derived expliitly and we emphasize the
similarities between this model and Haldane's honeyomb lattie version of the quantum Hall eet
(Haldane, 1988). The quantization of the transverse (Hall) ondutivity σxy is derived expliitly from
the Kubo formula and a diret alulation of the longitudinal ondutivity σxx shows the existene
of a metal-insulator transition as a funtion of the anting angle θ (or ux density φ). This transition
might be linked to that observable in the manganite ompounds or in the pyrohlore ones, as the spin
ordering hanges from ferromagneti to anted.
1 Introdution
A fasinating and relatively ommon problem in solid-state physis is the motion of eletrons in a
lattie struture where loalized spins are present, possibly in an organised form. The sattering of the
eletrons by the spins represents a omplex physis problem for the theoretial investigator, espeially
when (like it seems to happen for the high-Tc uprate superondutors) the spin and harge degrees
of freedom are attahed to the same partiles  a situation whih we do not onsider. In a simplied
piture we assume rst of all that the spins are loalised and interating, but that the mobile eletrons
do not interat with eah other (or interat weakly and give rise to independent quasipartiles) and are
separate entities from the eletrons that produe the magneti ions. In this ase the individual eletrons
(or quasipartiles) experiene the loalized spins as an eetive loal magneti ux (Müller-Hartmann
and Dagotto, 1996). This ux produes a Berry (or Peierls) phase in the hopping terms of the eletrons'
Hamiltonian. In this paper we shall study a situation with a loally staggered ux, reated by plaquettes of
ordered spins, where the global ux is zero. This ase is realized, for instane, in a Kagome lattie (Ohgushi,
Murakami and Nagaosa, 2000), a two dimensional (2D) lattie onsisting of triangles and hexagons of
the same interatomi distane and that an be viewed as a triangular Bravais lattie with a three-point
atomi basis forming an equilateral triangle of size half that of the triangular lattie parameter's. In Fig.1
we remind the reader of the Kagome lattie struture.
This type of lattie may have experimental relevane in the planes of pyrohlore ompounds (Ohgushi,
Murakami and Nagaosa, 2000, Ramirez, 1994, Harris and Zinkin, 1996) and the transport properties we
desribe may be appropriate for suh materials. Ferromagneti pyrohlore rystals of the type R2Mo2O7
(R=Nd, Sm or Gd) have revealed interesting transport properties like an anomalous Hall eet inreasing
as the temperature T is lowered, (Taguhi and Tokura, 1999) a feature that seems to be onneted with the
geometrial frustration of pyrohlore latties that is partly embodied by the Kagome lattie itself, viewed
now as the (1,1,1) ross-setion of the 3D pyrohlore's lattie. Motivated by the transport properties of
pyrohlore ompounds, as well as by those of the manganite ones, we study in this paper some quantum
transport properties of the Kagome lattie with a anted loalised spin texture in whih independent
eletrons an move.
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Figure 1: Kagome lattie
The behavior of the Berry phase as a funtion of the spin anting for the model at hand, and its
onsequenes in terms of the marosopi transport properties of the model are studied in this paper.
We disuss in detail the energy spetrum as it depends strongly on the anting of the loalized spins. In
partiular, the nodes in the spetrum and the opening of energy gaps are investigated, inluding their
onsequenes for the transport properties. Moreover, we evaluate expliitely the longitudinal ondutivity
σxx and the Hall ondutivity σxy as a funtion of the anting angle θ or ux φ. Our results for the
transport properties are then ompared with those of another famous model of this lass, where a staggered
magneti eld is applied to eletrons within a honeyomb lattie (Haldane, 1988). The latter has very
similar spetral properties as the model, rst proposed by Ohgushi, Murakami and Nagaosa, (2000)
dened on the Kagome lattie and studied here in greater detail. The model on the honeyomb lattie
was proposed by Haldane as the ondensed-matter (solid-state) equivalent of the quantum Hall eet, in
that a quantization of the Hall σxy ondutivity an be ahieved by varying the loal ux per plaquette
φ, but without the need to introdue an external, homogeneous magneti eld. In the ase of the Kagome
lattie model at hand, the same result will be shown to be attained through the introdution of a loalised
spin texture. Our results onrm and omplete the work by Ohgushi, Murakami and Nagaosa for the
Hall σxy ondutivity, with expliit alulations in terms of expansions around the gap's nodes shown in
detail, and moreover the quantized values of the longitudinal σxx ondutivity are obtained indiating the
existene of some sort of metal-insulator transition as the anting angle moves away from some speial
values.
The paper is organized as follows: In Setion 2 the tight-binding model of Ohgushi, Murakami and
Nagaosa for loalized spins is desribed. The relationship between the loalized spin's wavefuntion and
the Berry phase of the hopping eltron is disussed in Setion 2.1, and the appliation to the Kagome
lattie (Setion 2.2) is presented. In Setion 2.3 the tigh-binding model for the honeyomb lattie with a
staggered magneti eld is also presented and ompared to the model on the Kagome lattie. Transport
properties are then studied in Setion 3 by making expliit use of Kubo's formula and an expansion of
the energy spetrum near the nodes next to the Fermi energy, and the results obtained are disussed in
Setion 4.
2
2 A Model of Hopping Eletrons in a Spin Texture
2.1 The Model
We onsider the eletroni hopping between nearest neighbours on a Kagome lattie as desribed
by the tight-binding Hamiltonian. The eletroni degrees of freedom are oupled to a set of loalized
spin-S degrees of freedom on the same lattie via a loal Hund oupling JH . In this work S =
1
2 , but
generalization to the physially and theoretially interesting ase of larger S is possible. When JH is
strong enough the spin of the hopping eletron is fored to allign parallel to the loalised spin Si at eah
site and through double-exhange mehanism (Zener, 1951, Anderson and Hasegawa, 1955, de Gennes,
1960 ) the tight-binding hopping parameter tij between two neighbouring sites 〈i, j〉 beomes proportional
to the projetion of the loalised-spin wave funtion at site j onto that at site i. The eetive Hamiltonian
representing the hopping is then
H =
∑
〈i,j〉
teffij c
†
i cj + h.c. (1)
where teffij = t〈ni|nj〉, t being the bare hopping parameter and |n〉 the spin wave funtion for a spin- 12
quantized along the diretion dened by the unit vetor n = (sin θ cosφ, sin θ sinφ, cos θ). This spinor
wave funtion learly satises (with ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) the vetor of Pauli matries) n · ~σ|n〉 = +|n〉 and is
given by
|n〉 = eib
(
cos θ2
eiφ sin θ2
)
, (2)
where b is an undetermined overall gauge degree of freedom. The eetive hopping parameter is then
teffij = te
−i(bi−bj)
{
cos
θi
2
cos
θj
2
+ e−i(φi−φj) sin
θi
2
sin
θj
2
}
(3)
and sine |〈ni|nj〉|2 = cos2 θij2 , with cos θij = ni · nj or θij being the angle between the two loalized
spins' diretions of quantization so that cos2
θij
2 =
1
2 (1 + ni · nj), we see that we an put
teffij = te
iaij cos
θij
2
(4)
where the Berry phase aij is obtained (ignoring the gauge parameters) through
eiaij =
cos θi2 cos
θj
2 + e
−i(φi−φj) sin θi2 sin
θj
2
cos
θij
2
(5)
and an be evaluated, e.g., by means of
sin aij = −
sin θi2 sin
θj
2 sin(φi − φj)
cos
θij
2
. (6)
To see what the phase aij is, geometrially, we introdue the unit vetor zˆ and evaluate the triple produt
ni × nj · zˆ = sin θi sin θj sin(φi − φj) = 4 sin θi
2
sin
θj
2
cos
θi
2
cos
θj
2
sin(φi − φj) (7)
whih shows that
sin aij = − ni × nj · zˆ
4 cos θi2 cos
θj
2 cos
θij
2
. (8)
This expression is a speial ase of the formula giving the solid angle Ω(n1,n2,n3) between three unit
vetors n1, n2 and n3:
sin
Ω(n1,n2,n3)
2
=
n1 × n2 · n3
4 cos θ122 cos
θ13
2 cos
θ23
2
(9)
3
(as an be veried by taking, e.g., n1 = xˆ, n2 = yˆ and n3 = zˆ; Ω(n1,n2,n3) an also be seen as the area
of the portion of unit sphere enlosed by the maximum irles passing through the unit vetors' tips). In
the last formula, of ourse, cos θkk′ = nk · nk′ and therefore cos2 θkk′2 = 12 (1 + nk · nk′). We remark that
this formula for three spins is ompletely analogous to that for the hirality gauge eld in the formulation
of Lee and Nagaosa (1992) for the hiral spin liquid theory of high-temperature superondutivity (Wen,
Wilzek and Zee, 1989). In this formulation the instantaneous gauge eld ux through the triangular
plaquette made up by the three spins is Φ(n1,n2,n3) =
1
2Ω(n1,n2,n3). Bak to our two-spins hopping
problem, we then onlude that sin aij = − sin 12Ω(ni,nj , zˆ), or
aij = π +
1
2
Ω(ni,nj , zˆ) (10)
(the fator
1
2 being probably due to our speially hosen loalised spin value, whih leads to the onjeture
that for a generi spin-S situation the Berry phase would be aij = π + SΩ(ni,nj , zˆ)). Sine the solid
angle Ω(ni,nj , zˆ) is also the unit sphere's surfae area between the tips of the three vetors ni, nj and zˆ,
the phase aij =
∫ j
i
dr ·A an also be seen as the ux of a magneti monopole's eld of modulus |B| = 12
with the monopole plaed in the sphere's enter, or, alternatively, as the ux of the related gauge eld
A through the triangle bearing on the segment (i, j) of a triangular Kagome lattie's unit ell (Ohgushi,
Murakami and Nagaosa, 2000). In this way, the Berry phase aij aquires some physial meaning too.
We now onsider this tight-binding model on the Kagome lattie with a xed loalised-spin ong-
uration (or spin texture) as suggested by Ohgushi, Murakami and Nagaosa (2000) , in whih the unit
vetors ni at eah site of a triangular unit ell are tilted outwards at a xed angle θ over the unit vetor
zˆ orthogonal to the lattie plane. This means (labelling the spins lokwise A, B and C in the unit ell)
sinaAB = sin aBC = sin aCA =
√
3 sin2 θ
4(1 + cos θ)
√
1− 34 sin2 θ
. (11)
The ux generated by the spins in every triangular unit is set equal to φ with the ondition
eiφ = ei(aAB+aBC+aCA) = e3iaAB (12)
with φ = 3aAB (mod 2π) and thus
sin
φ
3
=
√
3(1− cos θ)
2
√
1 + 3 cos2 θ
. (13)
This is equivalent to the expression proposed by Ohgushi, Murakami and Nagaosa (preprint of Ohgushi,
Murakami and Nagaosa (2000)) φ = π + 3 arg(1 − i√3 cos θ). The graph for this expression of φ = φ(θ)
is shown in Fig.2 for onveniene.
As pointed out by Ohgushi, Murakami and Nagaosa (2000), the ux per triangular unit ell φ is
anelled out for the hosen spin texture by the ux −2φ generated by eah of the remaining hexagonal
hopping plaquettes on the Kagome lattie. There are indeed twie as many triangular units as hexagonal
plaquettes, so that the overall gauge eld ux through the lattie is zero. This situation is reminisent
of the analogous tight-binding model in a staggered magneti eld as was proposed by Haldane (1988)
to mimik the quantized Hall eet in a ondensed-matter situation. In the present model, the hosen
spin-texture, with all loalised spins tilted by the same angle θ in eah unit ell, is presumably the
one orresponding to the mean-eld solution for some magneti spin-spin Heisenberg Hamiltonian whih
should be added to our tight-binding Hamiltonian, Eq. (1), to give a total Hamiltonian of the type
Htot =
∑
〈i,j〉
teffij ({S(0)i })c†icj + h.c.+
∑
i,j
JijSi · Sj . (14)
The role of the spin utuations around this ordered spin texture, {S(0)i }, as well as the eets of dierent
spin textures, (e.g. AFM ones) ould serve as an interesting further researh problem for future studies.
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Figure 2: Flux φ as a funtion of the tilting angle θ of the loalized spins.
2.2 Band struture for the Kagome lattie
The Kagome lattie is made up of triangular and hexagonal plaquettes and an be seen as a triangular
lattie with a 3-point basis where every triangular unit ell ontains three sites, A, B, C (Fig 1). The
displaement vetors between these sites are ~a1 = (−1/2,−
√
3/2), ~a2 = (1, 0) and ~a3 = (−1/2,
√
3/2),
with
∑
i ~ai = 0. The eetive hopping parameter of (1) an be written as
teffij = te
iaij cos(
θij
2
) (15)
and sine cos(θij/2) =
√
1− 34 sin2 θ is xed for the hosen spin texture, θij being the angle between
the n.n. pair of loalized spins, we an hoose the onvention where t cos(
θij
2 ) ≡ 1. Then, in momentum
spae, the Hamiltonian an be rewritten as
H =
∑
~k
ψ†(~k)h(~k)ψ(~k) (16)
where ψ(~k) =
(
cA(~k), cB(~k), cC(~k)
)
and h(~k) is the (suitably symmetrized) matrix
h(~k) =

 0 2 cos(
~k · ~a1)e−iφ/3 2 cos(~k · ~a3)eiφ/3
2 cos(~k · ~a1)eiφ/3 0 2 cos(~k · ~a2)e−iφ/3
2 cos(~k · ~a3)e−iφ/3 2 cos(~k · ~a2)eiφ/3 0

 . (17)
The three eigenvalues of this Hamiltonian are
Eup(~k) = 4
√
1 + f(~k)
3
cos(
θ(~k)
3
)
Emid(~k) = 4
√
1 + f(~k)
3
cos(
θ(~k)− 2π
3
) (18)
Edown(~k) = 4
√
1 + f(~k)
3
cos(
θ(~k) + 2π
3
)
5
with
θ(~k) = arg

f(~k) cos(φ) + i
√√√√4
(
1 + f(~k)
3
)3
− (f(~k) cos(φ))2

 (19)
and
f(~k) = 2 cos(~k · ~a1) cos(~k · ~a2) cos(~k · ~a3). (20)
The three bands touh in six points only for φ = 0 and φ = ±π, while for φ dierent from these values
there is a gap between the bands, as shown in Fig. 3 (φ = 0) and Fig. 4 (φ = π/3).
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Figure 3: Eigenvalues for the Kagome lattie for φ = 0
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Figure 4: Eigenvalues for the Kagome lattie for φ = π/3
These nodes are: (± 2π3 , 0) and (±π3 ,±
√
3
3 π), on the verties of a hexagon, as shown in Fig. 5.
The problem of alulating transport oeients with this 3 × 3 matrix is not exatly solvable, so
we redue this matrix to a 2 × 2 one by expanding h(~k) around the nodes. This an be done with a
unitary transformation whih allows us to neglet the terms related to the lower band; in fat this band
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Figure 5: Nodes position for the Kagome lattie
is far from the other two and gives no relevant ontribution to the Green funtion present in the Kubo
formula. To nd this unitary transformation we onsider the Hamiltonian evaluated at a node k0. If we
apply the unitary matrix that diagonalizes h(kx0, ky0), where (kx0, ky0) are the node's oordinates, to the
Hamiltonian evaluated at the general point (kx, ky), we nd a matrix H
′
with the struture
H ′ =

 λ1 α[k˜x − ik˜y] β[k˜x − ik˜y]α¯[k˜x + ik˜y] λ2 γ[k˜x + ik˜y]
β¯[k˜x + ik˜y] γ¯[k˜x − ik˜y] λ3


(21)
with k˜x = (kx − kx0) and k˜y = (ky − ky0). The elements on the diagonal are the eigenvalues of the
Hamiltonian h(kx0, ky0), while the o-diagonal elements are omplex ombinations of k˜x,y. Near the
nodes the distane between the upper and the middle band is small, while the lower band is distant and
gives no relevant ontribution. To justify this we an onsider a projetion of the Green funtion around
the node.
We want to nd a projetion only on the rst two eigenvalues, so we hoose a projetor suh that
PH
′
P =
(
λ1 H
′
12
H
′
21 λ2
)
. (22)
We dene the Green funtion as G = (z−H ′)−1 and the projetion operator P with the onvention that
(A)−1P = (PAP )
−1
is the inverse operation on the projeted spae, (1−P ) being the projetion operator
omplementary to P . The Green funtion an now be written as
G = PGP + (1− P )GP + PG(1− P ) + (1− P )G(1 − P ) (23)
and the projeted Green funtion is
PGP = P (z −H ′)−1P = (z − PH ′P − PH ′(1 − P )(z −H ′)−11−P (1− P )H
′
P )−1P .
The last terms are of higher order and an be negleted. If we onsider the terms related to the lower
eigenvalue, we an see that 1/(z−λ3) ∼ 1/2, beause we are onsidering ~k near the nodes. This eigenvalue
7
does not give an important ontribution, so it an be negleted and we an use the approximation
PGP ≈ (z − PH ′P )−1P . (24)
Now we an write the projetion of the Hamiltonian H ′ as
PH ′P =
(
λ1 α[k˜x − ik˜y]
α¯[k˜x + ik˜y] λ2
)
=
(
1 +
√
3φ
3 h1 − ih2
h1 + ih2 1−
√
3φ
3
)
(25)
= I +
(
m h1 − ih2
h1 + ih2 −m
)
= I + h
where I is the identity matrix, with
h1 = α1k˜x + α2k˜y
h2 = −α2k˜x + α1k˜y (26)
m =
√
3
3
φ,
with α1 and α2 are the omponents of a omplex parameter, depending on the node we are onsidering.
The new matrix representing the Hamiltonian has eigenvalues ±λ and eigenvetors Ψ± with
λ =
√
m2 + h21 + h
2
2
Ψ± =
1√
1 + (±λ−m)2/|k|2
(
1
±λ−m
k
)
.
As was said, the bands touh only when φ = 0 and φ = ±π. Here we onsider φ dierent from zero, but
small enough so that we reate a small gap between the two bands.
2.3 Band struture of the honeyomb lattie
Here we also onsider the ase of a honeyomb lattie, as was rst envisaged by Haldane (1988); this
is made up by two sublatties that we all A and B (Fig. 6), or by a triangular lattie with a 2-point
basis. The displaement vetors from a B site to the three nearest neighbours are: ~a1 = (−
√
3/2, 1/2),
~a2 = (0,−1) and ~a3 = (
√
3/2, 1/2), while the displaement vetors from the site B and the nearest
neighbours on the same sublattie are
~b1 = (−
√
3/2,−3/2), ~b2 = (
√
3, 0) and ~b3 = (−
√
3/2, 3/2) (again,∑~bi = 0).
Here too, we onsider a tight-binding model in the presene of a staggered magneti ux (Haldane,
1988); the Hamiltonian for this Haldane model is H =
∑
~k ψ
†(~k)h(~k)ψ(~k) with
h(~k) = 2t2 cosφ
∑
i
cos(k · bi)I+ t1
∑
i
[cos(k · ai)σ1 + sin(k · ai)σ2]
+ [M − 2t2 sinφ
∑
i
sin(k · bi)]σ3, (27)
where t1 is a hopping parameter between nearest neighbours on dierent sublatties, t2 is a hopping
parameter between nearest neighbour sites on the same sublattie, and σi are the three Pauli matries.
If we rewrite the Hamiltonian as H = aσ1 + bσ2 + cσ3, the Hamiltonian matrix reads
H =
(
c a− ib
a+ ib −c
)
. (28)
8
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Figure 6: Honeyomb lattie
The eigenvalues of this matrix are ±λ with λ = √a2 + b2 + c2 (Fig. 7 (φ = 0) and Fig. 8 (φ = π3 )),
while the eigenvetors are
ψ± =
1√
1 + (±λ)
2
|k|2
(
1
±λ−c
k
)
(29)
where k = a − ib. Formally this ase is similar to that of the Kagome lattie, after the redution of the
original matrix to a 2× 2 one. The two bands meet when the ondition a2 + b2 + c2 = 0 is satised. This
beomes a ondition on the parameter M : there are nodes when M = 3
√
3t2α sinφ, with α = ±1. When
φ = 0 and M = 0 there are six nodes: (± 4π
3
√
3
, 0) and (± 2π
3
√
3
,± 2π3 ) (Fig. 9), while whenM = 3
√
3t2α sinφ
there are only three of these nodes.
3 Transport Properties
Based on the linear-response theory, a suitable Kubo formula and the orresponding ondutivity
tensor an be studied for the Hamiltonians onsidered in Set. 2. Some details are given in Appendix A.
From this result we an derive the Hall ondutivity σxy and the longitudinal ondutivity σxx of our
two-dimensional tight-binding model. We verify expliitely the quantization of σxy as a funtion of φ (or
θ) and alulate expliitely the longitudinal ondutivity σxx whih also appears to be quantized in the
absene of disorder or other symmetry-breaking onditions. For the two models onsidered, these are our
main new results.
3.1 Hall ondutivity
For µ 6= ν the third term in Eq. (62) (Appendix A) vanishes and after the integration with respet
to E we nd that the Hall ondutivity, in the limit of ω = 0 and T = 0, is
σxy = − 1
h¯η
Re
∑
k
λk [U
†jµ(h− λk + 2iη)−1jνU ]kk, (30)
where U is the unitary matrix that diagonalizes the Hamiltonian matrix h(~k), while jx and jy are the
urrent matries. From this we nd that the Hall ondutivity for every node n for the ase of the Kagome
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Figure 7: Eigenvalues for the honeyomb lattie for φ = 0
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Figure 8: Eigenvalues for the honeyomb lattie for φ = π3 , M 6= 0 and M 6= 3
√
3αt2 sinφ
lattie is
σnxy =
e2
h¯η
∫ +∞
−∞
12mη
8(m2 + h21 + h
2
2)
3
2
d2k
(2π)2
=
e2
2h
sgn(φ). (31)
The integration being over the hexagonal Brillouin zone, we onsidered only one third of the integral and
then we have to multiply for the number of nodes. We an onlude that the Hall ondutivity is dierent
from zero and it is quantized in the presene of a gap between the bands (that is for φ dierent from 0,
±π) and is equal to
σxy =
e2
h
sgn(φ). (32)
So, we have another model of transverse ondutivity quantization in the absene of an external uniform
magneti eld.
Now we onsider the ase of the honeyomb lattie, in Haldane's model. For M = 0 and φ = 0 the
bands touh in six points: (± 4π
3
√
3
, 0), (± 2π
3
√
3
,± 2π3 ) and the Hamiltonian is simply of the form(
0 a− ib
a+ ib 0
)
. (33)
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Figure 9: Nodes position for the honeyomb lattie for φ = 0
Expanding the terms around the nodes, we nd that the funtion to integrate in order to nd the Hall
ondutivity is
± 9ab
8(a2 + b2)
3
2
(34)
but the integral of this term gives zero ontribution. To generate a gap we have to move from the situation
in whih M = 0 and φ = 0. We add a small mass ontribution M ≪ 1, but we mantain φ = 0; now the
Hamiltonian is (
M a− ib
a+ ib −M
)
. (35)
In this ase the funtion to integrate is
± 9t
2
1Mη
8(a2 + b2 +M2)
3
2
; (36)
three nodes give a positive ontribution and three a negative one, to give
± e
2
2h
sgn(M) (37)
Summing up all the ontributions we nd that the Hall ondutivity is zero. Dierent is the situation in
whih we onsider M = 0, but we add a small ux φ. We rewrite the Hamiltonian as(
c a− ib
a+ ib −c
)
, (38)
where
c = −2t2 sinφ
∑
i
sin(k · bi). (39)
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Now the funtion to integrate is (k = a− ib)
P (k) = ± 9cηt
2
1
8(a2 + b2 + c2)
3
2
. (40)
Near three of the six nodes P (k) is negative, but approximating c around these points we nd c ≃
3
√
3t2 sinφ, so the funtion to integrate is negative. After the integration we nd that every one of these
three points gives a ondutivity equal to
e2
2h
sgn(sinφ). (41)
For the other three points P (k) is positive, but the expansion of c is c ≃ −3√3t2 sin(φ). So, now the
funtion to integrate is negative too and it gives the same result as before. Summing over all the points
and remembering that the integration is over the exagon we nd that the Hall ondutivity for the
honeyomb lattie ase is
σxy =
e2
h
sgn(sinφ). (42)
We an onlude that the Hall ondutivity an be rewritten as
σxy = ν
e2
h
(43)
with ν = ±1, depending on the sign of φ.
3.2 Longitudinal ondutivity
Here too we use the general expression derived from the Kubo formula. In this ase (µ = ν = x) the
longitudinal ondutivity σxx derived by expression (62), after the energy integration, is
− 1
h¯
∑
k,m
ρ0(λk)(U
†jxU)km(U †jxU)mk
−ω + 2iη
[ 1
λm − λk − ω + 2iη +
1
λm − λk + ω − 2iη
]
.
After summing over the eigenvalues, substituting the values of λk and ǫ = η +
iω
2 we nd
σxx = − 1
2h¯ǫ
∫ +∞
−∞
(U †jxU)21(U †jxU)12
√
m2 + h21 + h
2
2
m2 + h21 + h
2
2 + ǫ
2
d2k
(2π)2
. (44)
>From this expression, we have still to subtrat the diamagneti term and so we evaluate (Ludwig, Fisher,
Shankar and Grinstein, 1994)
σ˜xx = σxx − 1
ǫ
lim
ǫ→0
ǫσxx. (45)
For the Kagome lattie the produt of the matrix elements of the urrents is
(U †jxU)21(U †jxU)12 =
3(4m2 + 3h21 + 2
√
3h1h2 + h
2
2)
4(m2 + h21 + h
2
2)
, (46)
and remembering that h1 and h2 are symmetri variables and using polar oordinates we an rewrite σxx
as
σxx = − e
2
4hǫ
[ ∫ ∞
0
m2r√
m2 + r2(m2 + r2 + ǫ2)
dr +
∫ ∞
0
r
√
m2 + r2
m2 + r2 + ǫ2
dr
]
, (47)
so that arrying out the integrals we nd
∫ ∞
0
rm2
ǫ
√
m2 + r2(m2 + r2 + ǫ2)
dr =


m2
ǫ2 arccos(
m√
m2+ǫ2
) if m > 0
0 if m = 0
m2
ǫ2 (π − arccos( m√m2+ǫ2 ) if m < 0
(48)
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For the seond integral we introdue a ut-o λ and evaluate
∫ λ
0
r
√
m2 + r2
ǫ(m2 + r2 + ǫ2)
dr =


λ
ǫ (−m+
√
m2 + λ2) + arctan(mǫ )− arctan(
√
m2+λ2
ǫ ) if m > 0
λ
ǫ − arctan(λǫ ) if m = 0
λ
ǫ (m+
√
m2 + λ2)− arctan(mǫ )− arctan(
√
m2+λ2
ǫ ) if m < 0.
(49)
We onsider two ases: m equal to zero (that is, the ux φ is zero) and m dierent from zero. In the rst
ase, after having removed the diamagneti term, the ondutivity is
σ˜xx =
e2
4h
arctan(
λ
ǫ
). (50)
Now we an take the limit for ǫ → 0 (thus making the uto irrelevant). We nd that the ondutivity
for every node is dierent from zero and is equal to
σ˜xx =
1
3
e2
4h
π
2
. (51)
After the sum over all six nodes is done we an onlude that the longitudinal ondutivity for m = 0 is
σ˜xx =
e2π
4h
. (52)
The ase where m is not zero is quite dierent. Now, after having done the diamagneti subtration (45),
the ondutivity is
σ˜xx =
e2
4h
[
m2
ǫ
arccos(
m√
m2 + ǫ2
)− m
ǫ
+ arctan(
m
ǫ
)− arctan(
√
m2 + λ2
ǫ
)], (53)
but the limit for ǫ→ 0 gives a vanishing result. We onlude that the longitudinal ondutivity is dierent
from zero only when there is no gap between the two bands, that is in our ase for m = 0.
Next we onsider the longitudinal ondutivity for the honeyomb lattie. We expet that it is
dierent from zero when the bands touh. This happens in six points, when M = 0 and φ = 0, and
in three points when M = 3
√
3αt2 sin(φ). To alulate σxx, we use the expression (44). In the rst ase
every node gives a ontribution dierent from zero and equal to eah other, so with the same observations
made for the Kagome lattie we nd that the longitudinal ondutivity is
σxx =
e2π
4h
(M = φ = 0). (54)
When M > 0 and φ = 0 we nd that the ondutivity is
σxx = − 1
2h¯ǫ
9
8
1
(2π)2
∫ ∞
−∞
√
h21 + h
2
2 +M
2
h21 + h
2
2 +M
2 + ǫ2
d2k
− 1
2h¯ǫ
9
8
1
(2π)2
∫ ∞
−∞
M2√
h21 + h
2
2 +M
2(h21 + h
2
2 +M
2 + ǫ2)
d2k
but, as in the ase of the Kagome lattie, this integral vanishes; so in this ase the longitudinal ondutivity
is zero.
The last ase we onsider is for M = ±3√3αt2 sin(φ) 6= 0. Here the bands touh only in three points
and these give a ontribution to the ondutivity sine now there is a gap where before there were three
nodes. Around the three nodes the term c is zero, so formally the problem is the same as that of the ase
M = 0 and φ = 0 and only in these three points the longitudinal ondutivity is dierent from zero. The
result is equal to half of what was found in the ase in whih M and φ are zero, that is
σxx =
e2π
8h
(M = ±3
√
3αt2 sin(φ) 6= 0). (55)
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Figure 10: Hall ondutivity for eletrons on the Kagome lattie.
We an onlude that the longitudinal ondutivity an be rewritten as
σxx = µ
e2π
8h
(56)
with µ = 0, 1, 2 for the honeyomb lattie and µ = 0, 2 for the Kagome lattie.
4 Disussion and Conlusions
We have onsidered both Haldane's model for eletrons in a staggered ux on the honeyomb lattie
and the model by Ohgushi, Murakami and Nagaosa for eletrons in the presene of a anted spin-1/2
texture on the Kagome lattie. We have shown how similar these two models are in that the transverse
Hall ondutivity σxy is quantized as ±e2/h as a funtion of the tuning parameter (e.g. the magneti ux
per plaquette, φ).
Whilst for the Hall ondutivity σxy we have obtained the same results both for the Kagome lattie
in the presene of a spin texture (as found by Oshgushi et al. (2000)) and for the honeyomb lattie with
staggered magneti eld (as found by Haldane (1988)), we stress that we have used a dierent method of
alulation based on implementing the band struture of eah model in the Kubo formula. Furthermore,
we have expliitely evaluated in this way, and for the rst time, also the longitudinal ondutivity σxx
starting from the Kubo formula. This quantity is also quantized in the absene of symmetry-breaking,
non-ideal features of the system, but not in terms of integer multiples of e2/h.
For the Kagome lattie model, we nd metalli behavior for a ferromagneti state of loalized spins
perpendiular to the plane of the lattie. This state has a vanishing ux (φ = 0) in eah plaquette of
the Kagome lattie. Metalli behavior exists also for a anted state where the spins are inside the plane
(θ = π/2, in this ase the loal ux is φ = π). The longitudinal ondutivity is for both ases σxx = e
2π/4h
and the Hall ondutivity vanishes. In Fig. 10 we show the shemati behaviour of the Hall ondutivity
for the model dened on the Kagome lattie and as a funtion of the parameter φ. This is to be ompared
with the riher phase diagram for the Haldane model on the honeyomb lattie, reported in Fig. 11 also
as a funtion of φ. The longitudinal ondutivity σxx as evaluated in this work is shown shematially in
Fig. 12.
Removing some of the nodes in the DOS by breaking symmetries (like for the ase of a square lattie
with next-nearest neighbor terms) alters the Hall ondutivity substantially. Also the introdution of
disorder (e.g. slow utuations of the loalized spins, utuations around the perfet anted spin texture)
may remove some of the nodes and yield non-universal features in the transport properties. There is also
another interesting eet due to disorder in our two-dimensional latties. The longitudinal ondutivity
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Figure 11: Hall ondutivity on the honeyomb lattie as a funtion of φ; the parameter ν quantizes σxy
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Figure 12: Longitudinal ondutivity for eletrons on the Kagome lattie.
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σxx is usually based on diusion of harge arriers; however, the diusion oeient D is innite in
our model, sine there is no sattering in the absene of imperfetions. Nevertheless, the longitudinal
ondutivity, expressed through the Einstein relation
σxx =
e2
h¯
Dρ,
is nite thanks to a vanishing density of states at the nodes. The anellation of the divergent diusion
oeient and the vanishing density of states is subtle. Sine there is sattering by impurities in a realisti
system, a nite diusion oeient is more natural. On the other hand, impurities reate additional states
near the nodes suh that a non-vanishing density of states exists. This eet was studied in the ase of
2D Dira fermions with random satterers (Ziegler, 1997, 1998, Ziegler and Jug, 1997). In partiular, it
was found that random sattering broadens the metalli state (Ziegler and Jug, 1997), and the maximal
ondutivity value is lowered by a fator 1/(1+g/2π), where g is the strength of the random utuations.
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Appendix A: Linear Response and Kubo Formula
From the Kubo formula we know that the ondutivity tensor an be written as (Madelung, 1978)
σµν =
e
ih¯
lim
α→0
∫ 0
−∞
e(iω+α)tTr([ρ0, rµ]e
−iHt/h¯jνeiHt/h¯)dt (57)
where ρ0 is the Fermi funtion. Using the Green funtions dened as
G±(E) = (H/h¯+ E ± iη)−1 (58)
we an use the substitution
e±iHt/h¯ = ± lim
η→0
∫ ∞
−∞
e∓iEtG∓(E)
dE
2πi
(t ≤ 0) (59)
the ondutivity an be rewritten as
σµν =
e
h¯
∫ ∞
−∞
Tr[ρ0, rµ]G+(E)jνG−(E + ω)
dE
2πi
(60)
The urrent operator is
jν =
e
i
[H, rν ] (61)
Using this expression iteratively, we nd that the ondutivity an be rewritten as a sum of three terms
σµν = − 1
h¯
∫ ∞
−∞
Tr{ρ0G+(E)jµG+(E)jνG−(E + ω)}dE
2π
− 1
h¯
∫ ∞
−∞
Tr{ρ0G+(E)jνG−(E + ω)jµG−(E + ω)}dE
2π
(62)
+
e
h¯
∫ ∞
−∞
Tr{ρ0G+(E)[jν , rµ]G−(E + ω)}dE
2π
.
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